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The writer argues that economic & political liberalization didn't enhance the equality 
or the liberty of Egyptian women that state feminism's strategy, adopted by Nasser's 
regime, and had delivered in the ٥٠s &٦٠s. On the contrary, they have introduced new 
forms of gender inequality in the economic & political arenas. 
 
 
In the economic arena, liberalization affected the demand for the labor of women, the 
type of employment open to them, & the conditions under which they work.(because 
while the laws of the ٥٠s &٦٠s, designed to provide women of different classes with equal opportunity  
in work & stressed the importance of their integration in the economy by making their productive & 
reproductive roles a public concern through providing them with maternity leave & child care.. While 
in the ٧٠s, employers declined to hire women on grounds that these rights given by the law made their 
labor expensive). 
 
In terms of its effects on women of different classes, economic liberalization has had 
an uneven record: 
It had negative effects on working-class & lower-middle-class women due to the large scale of 
unemployment among them leading to mushrooming social & economic problems which the Islamists 
took advantage of , by targeting  & attracting those sectors of women . The Islamist views of women 
education & employment  have been destructive to the accomplishments of state feminism , in addition 
to the state's position on this issue which came in line with the conservative social climate it helped 
create .  
In a stark contrast economic liberalization has enhanced the prospects of upper -class & upper-middle 
class women . It provided them with jobs in int'l enterprise & with investment opportunities , It 
supplied  their migrant husbands  with external opportunities to maintain their comfortable family 
income,although migration came at the expense of the social & emotional needs of women & children . 
Finally . the present generation of young men &women of diff.classes who are making the serious 
sacrifices required for the transition to a new economic system , have only the most limited 
employment prospects . and by that  the economic liberalization  in Egypt  has been identified by 
gender , class , & generational inequalities .  
 
In the political arena ,as well, the limited liberalization process didn't result in greater 
participation for women of different classes further than the gender issues were used 
by the state , its opponents and its allies to distinguish themselves from one another 
and to score ideological and political  victories inside and outside to improve the 
positive image of the regime .   
 

Despite all of that this doesn't lead one to support the return to the strategy of state 
feminism as it created & organized a system of public patriarchy in which women 
were economically independent of their families, dependent on the state for 
employment, important social services like education, health &day care, &political 
representation- & which was the fatal flaw in state feminism as a strategy  for 
improving the economic & political prospects for women (it also didn't challenge  the 
traditional conservative views of women within the family & the political system, it 
institutionalized it through the personal status laws).   


